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ACM Programming Contest Management
This is the homepage of acm, software to manage a competition in the ACM
Programming Contest.
See:
Description

Packages
is the scoreboard which displays the current standings of
teams competing in one event of the ACM Programming
Contest.
sb

sb

This is the homepage of acm, software to manage a competition in the ACM
Programming Contest. It consists of sb, a portable, distributed scoreboard
system, implemented in Java, which displays the current standings, and of a
number of Unix shell scripts which can be used to submit and judge solutions
and ask for clarifications.
System Requirements
Installation
Contest Setup
Commands
Judging Commands
How to judge
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Directory Structure
Downloads
System Requirements
should run on any platform which supports Java version 1.4 or better. It will
cause unchecked exceptions because it uses raw collections.
sb

The Unix shell scripts require a common file system, e.g., as provided by NFS
in a local area network, and an e-mail service to broadcast clarifications.
Security depends on the setgid feature.
This distribution has been used for various contests at RIT, among them the
NENA regional finals in 2006 and 2007.
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